
ON THE ELEMENTARY IDEALS OF LINK MODULES

BY

R. H. CROWELLO) AND D. STRAUSS

1. Introduction. Let H be a free abelian multiplicative group of rank m 2r 1, and

let Z(H) be the integral group ring of H. The augmentation ideal of H, which we

denote by 1(H), is the kernel of the ring homomorphism e : Z(H) ->- Z defined by

setting e(h) = 1 for all he H. In this paper we shall use the expressions //-module

and //-morphism as abbreviations for Z(//)-module and Z(//)-morphism, re-

spectively. One //-module of interest will be the ideal 1(H).

An exact sequence of //-morphisms

(1) 0^B^A^I(H)-+0

will be called a link module sequence relative to a specified basis (i1;..., tm) of H

if it satisfies the algebraic conditions given at the beginning of §3. However, the

motivation for the definition lies in knot theory. Consider a tame oriented link

L<^S3 with m components embedded in an oriented 3-sphere. If m = 1, then L is a

knot. Let G=7r1(5'3— L), denote the commutator subgroup by G', and set H=G/G'

= H1(S3—L). Then H is free abelian of rank m with a natural basis dual to L. The

exact sequence l^-6'->G^/i->l determines, as described in [2] and [3], an

exact module sequence (1), which can be shown to be a link module sequence

relative to the natural basis in H. The module B is the commutator quotient group

G'¡G" written additively and with the action of H defined by conjugation in G. The

module A is the "Alexander module" and has a relation matrix equal to the

Alexander matrix of any finite presentation of G.

In the sequence (1) let EM) be the 1st elementary ideal, and Ax the Alexander

polynomial of the module A (the definitions are given in §2). Then,

A1 = gcd (EM)),

i.e., the ideal (Ax) is the smallest principal ideal containing EM)- Let E0(B) be the

Oth ideal of the module B. It is a standard result of knot theory that if m = 1, then

E0(B) = (AJ.

This equation was also known to be true for w = 2, see [2, p. 297]. Milnor recently

conjectured the following result, which we prove in this paper.

(1.1) Theorem. For any link module sequence (1) and any integer m2:2,

E0(B) = àJiHf,   where k = (m- 2)(m - 3)/2.
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As we shall see, the ideal 1(H) is generated by the set of relatively prime elements

tx — 1,..., tm— 1. It is therefore a simple corollary of (1.1) that

Ax = gcd (E0(B)).

Compare Blanchfield's statement of this result [l,p. 340]. Thus, the Alexander

polynomial of A is the 0th polynomial (or elementary divisor) of B.

Among the tools used in proving Milnor's conjecture, we note Proposition (4.1),

which is a general algebraic theorem on multilinear mappings, and, as far as we

know, is new. This paper builds on the results in [2] and uses essentially the same

terminology.

2. Finitely presented modules. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. If Zand F

are free /?-modules and if 8: X^- Y is an i?-morphism, then by the matrix of d

relative to bases (a¡) of X and (b,) of Y we shall mean the matrix (mi}) of ring

elements defined by

8(at) = 2 m<A-
i

A presentation of an i?-module A, abbreviated by c¡ ̂ > b¡ ii^ A, consists of an

exact sequence

32 8,
X2 -=* Xx -^-> A —> 0

of Ä-morphisms in which Xx and X2 are free modules with distinguished bases (bj)

and (Cj), respectively. The matrix of 82 relative to the bases (c¡) and (b,) is the matrix

of the presentation, and is also called a relation matrix for A. The presentation is

finite if both bases (c¡) and (b,) are finite, and A is finitely presented if it has a finite

presentation. A finite presentation in which (c¡) and (b,) contain respectively n and r

elements defines an n x r matrix and is called an n x r presentation.

Consider an arbitrary nxr matrix M with entries in the ring R. For every non-

negative integer k, we define the kth elementary ideal of M, denoted by Ek(M), to

be the ideal of R generated by all (r — k)x(r — k) minor determinants of M. In

addition, we set Ek(M) = 0 if n<r — k, and Ek(M) = R if r — k^O. It can be proved

that if M and M' are any two finite relation matrices of the same /?-module, then

Ek(M) = Ek(M') for all k = 0, 1, 2, — As a result, we define the kth elementary

ideal Ek(A) of a finitely presented A-module A to be the kth elementary ideal of any

finite relation matrix for A.

If R is a ufd and if A is finitely presented, then the kth elementary divisor Ak of any

nxr relation matrix is the gcd of all (r — k)x(r — k) minor determinants, with the

proviso that Ak = Q if n<r-k and that Afc=l if r-k^O. It is straightforward to

verify that the ideal (Ak) is the intersection of all principal ideals of R which contain

Ek(A). Thus the elementary divisors are also invariants of A. If R is the integral
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group ring of the free abelian multiplicative group H with basis (tu ■ ■ -, tm), then

Ak is called the kth polynomial of A, and A1 is the Alexander polynomial.

3. Link module sequences. Let H be a free abelian multiplicative group of rank

m 2:1. An exact sequence of //-morphisms

(2) 0—>B-^A-^I(H)->0

is a link module sequence relative to a basis (tu ..., tm) of Hit the module A has an

»x(«+l) presentation c¡ ?î+ b¡ Ê1+ A such that m^n + l and

¿di(ft,)-f,-l,   ifl ^/^m,

= 0, ifw + l g; á »+1.

This definition is less restrictive than the one given in [2]. The reason is simply that

these conditions are sufficient to enable us to prove Theorem (1.1).

In the remainder of this section we show how to construct a finite presentation

of the module B in the sequence (2), given the special wx(n + l) presentation

ct Ê1+ bjÈ±+ A. It is known [4, p. 189] that there exists an exact sequence of H-

morphisms

(X\ a« a? a,

{i) Ya-^Ya-^Yt-^ 1(H) —> 0,

in which T1; Y2, and Y3 are free with bases

(e,), iújúm,

(eu), 1 ^ i <j S m,

(em), 1 ^ i <j < k ^ m,

respectively, and for which

«i(e>) = 'i-U

«2(ew) = (ti-\)ej-(ti-\)ei,

«stem) = (ti-l)eik-(tj-l)e¡k + (tk-l)et¡.

If m = \, then Y2=Y3=0; and if m = 2, then T3=0. The existence of the epimor-

phism (*! shows that 1(H) is generated by the elements t1 — \,...,tm-\.

The presentation ct È1+ b¡ È1+ A consists of an exact sequence

X2 -^> X1 -U A —». 0,

in which Xx and X2 are free with bases (¿i,) and (c¡), respectively. Since

ai(e,) = f,-l =4dx(b,),       lújúm,

we can identify e} and ¿?; for 1 fíj-¿m. Setting W equal to the free submodule of A\
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with basis (bm+x,..., bn+x), we obtain the following commutative diagram, in

which ttx is the projection onto the first summand,

Xx = Yx © W

"i

^A

<P
Y

Yi

It is straightforward to verify that there exists a unique morphism ßx such that

>fißx = 8x(a2 © lw), as shown in Figure 1. The morphism lw: W~^- Wis the identity.

Moreover, ßx is an epimorphism. One may also check that

Image (82) <= Image (a2 © lw),

and, since X2 is projective, there exists a (generally not unique) morphism ß such

that d2 = (a2 © lw)ß. Finally, therefore, we obtain the mapping diagram shown in

Figure 1, in which ß2\ Y3 = a3 and ß2\X2=ß. It is not difficult to show that the top

row is exact, and this row therefore gives a finite presentation of the module B.

Y3@X2 ^Y2@W ßx >B ^0

Fa^+Fo

Figure 1

4. Multilinear mappings. The relation between the elementary ideals EL(A)

and E0(B) is found by studying the matrices of the various morphisms of free

modules shown in Figure 1. Before doing this, however, we prove the following

general algebraic result. For any set A and positive integer n, denote by An the

cartesian product of A with itself n times.

(4.1) Proposition. Let R be a commutative ring without zero divisors, A an

R-module, and j,g:An-^R two multilinear mappings such that g(ax,..., an)=0

whenever fi(ax,.. .,an) = 0. If there exist elements r,seR and bx,..., bne A such

that

rf(bx, ...,bn) = sg(bx, ...,bn)^0,

then rf= sg.
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Proof. By induction on n. Let « = 1, and assume that

(4) rf(b) = sg(b) # 0.

Consider an arbitrary element ae A. Then,

f(f(a)b-f(b)a) = f(a)f(b)-f(b)f(a) = 0.

Hence,

0 = g(f(a)b-f(b)a) = f(a)g(b)-f(b)g(a),

from which we obtain f(a)g(b)=f(b)g(a) and, thence, sfi(a)g(b) = sf(b)g(a). It

follows from (4) that rf(a)f(b) = sf(a)g(b). Hence, rf(a)f(b) = sf(b)g(a). Since R

has no zero divisors, it also follows from (4) that fi(b)^0. We conclude that

rf(a)=sg(a).

Next, we assume that «>1 and that rf(bx,..., bn) = sg(bx,..., bn)^0. Let

ax,.. .,an be arbitrary elements of A. It follows by induction that

(5) rf(ax, b2,..., bn) = sg(ax, b2,..., bn),

(6) rf(bx, a2,..., an) = sg(bx, a2,..., an).

Case I. g(ax,b2, ■ ■., bn)yt=0. We know that i^O and, consequently, that

sg(ax, b2,..., bn)^0. Hence, from (5), using induction, we obtain rf(ax,..., an)

= sg(ax,. ..,an).

Case 2. g(ax, b2,..., bn) = 0. By induction we have

(7) rf(ax + bx,b2,...,bn) = sg(ax + bx, b2,..., bn).

But

g(ax+bx, b2, ...,bn)= g(ax, b2,. ..,bn)+g(bx, ...,bn)

= g(bx,...,bn)¿0.

Consequently, we may apply induction to (7) and conclude that

rfi(ax + bx, a2, ...,an) = sg(ax + bx, a2,. ..,an).

Using multilinearity and equation (6), we then obtain

rf(ax, ...,an) = sg(ax,..., an).

This completes the proof.

The essential method of relating the ideals E0(B) and EX(A) is an application of

Proposition (4.1) and is described in §6. The next section contains in part rather

tedious, but unfortunately necessary, details. We recommend reading the state-

ments of the results and skipping the proofs.

5. The resolution of 1(H). We refer here to the exact sequence (3). The group

ring Z(H) of the free abelian group H is an integral domain, and we may consider
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its field F of fractions. If y. X-> X' is any //-morphism, we define the rank and

nullity of y to be the rank and nullity respectively of the linear transformation

1 ®y:F®HX->F®„X'.

If X is a free module of rank n, then

n = nullity (y) + rank (y).

If both Xand X' are free and if y is represented by an n x n' matrix, then the rank of

y is equal to the rank of this matrix, i.e., to the number of independent rows (or

columns). Finally, if Xi^. A"2l> X" is an exact sequence of //-morphisms, then the

induced sequence F ®H X-> F ®H X' ->■ F ®w X" is also exact [5, p. 170], and so

the rank of y is equal to the nullity of y .

For each of the two integers z'=2 and 3, we denote by Ni(m) the matrix of the

morphism af in the sequence (3) relative to the given bases of Yt and Fj_i. The

notation ¡Ck has been used throughout the paper for the combinatorial number

(k) = k\(j-k)\'

(5.1) The rank of N2(m) is equal to m—\, and the rank of N3(m) is equal to

m-lC2-

Proof. We may regard the morphism ax as a mapping ax: Y1 ->Z(H) between

free modules. As such, it obviously has rank 1 and nullity m—l. Since Y2 JH+ Ti

JÜ». Z(H) is exact,

rank (a2) = nullity (o^) = m—l.

Hence,

nullity (a2) = mC2-rank(a2) = mC2-(m-l) = m_iC2.

Since Y3 SH+ Y2 fi^ Y± is exact,

rank(a3) = nullity (a2) = m_iC2.

This completes the proof, since rank N2(m) = rank (a2) and rank N3(m) = rank (o¡3).

As noted above, the augmentation ideal 1(H) is generated by the set of relatively

prime elements rx— 1,..., rm— 1. For convenience, we shall adopt the abbreviation

s, = fy-1,       1 ¿j ¿ m.

Then,

a2(ei}) = Sfif-Sfit,

lÁCak) = Ste^-Sje^+s^ij.

The columns of the matrix N2(m) are indexed by the integers; with 1 újíkm. The

rows of N2(m), and likewise the columns of N3(m), are indexed by pairs ij of integers
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with l^i<j^m. The rows of N3(m) are indexed by triples ijk of integers with

l£i<j<k£m.
A form of the matrix N2(m), particularly useful for arguments by induction on

m, is obtained if the rows and columns are arranged as shown in Figure 2. Moreover,

this form provides a simple alternative proof that rank N2(m) = m—l. It is easy

to verify that any row corresponding to a pair not containing m is a linear combina-

tion, over the quotient field F, of the first m — 1 rows.

lw
pairs

containing  2m

3m

N2(m) =

m—l, m

pairs

not con-

taining m

1 m—l

-sm 0 0

0 -sm 0

0        0    -sm

N2(m-l)

m

Si

s2

sa

Sm-l

Figure 2

(5.2) Consider any product u = sl1s$2- ■ -s^m, where 0<qx+ ■ ■ ■ +qmSm—l. If

<ft sïl, then ±u is equal to a minor determinant of N2(m) which does not contain

column i.

Proof. By induction on m. For m = 2, we have A2(2) = ( — s2, sx), and the prop-

osition is obviously true. So we assume that m > 2 and that the statement holds

for m—l. Next, without loss of generality, we may suppose that i=m. This fact is

possibly not quite so obvious as it may first seem. The morphism a2 has been defined

relative to an ordering of the generators Si,..., sm. A reordering has the effect of

permuting rows and columns of N2(m) and of changing the sign of some of the

rows. Having disposed of this point and assuming that i=m, we consider two cases.

First, if qx+ ■ ■ ■ + 9m-1 = 0, then u=s%n and ±u is equal to the determinant of a

principal minor of the upper lefthand block of the matrix in Figure 2. This minor

clearly does not involve column m. Second, suppose that qx + • • • +qm-x >0. Then,

since qm^l, we have 0<qx-\-+qm_xfZm-2. If we set u' = s\1sl2- ■ •5mm_/, then,

by induction, ±u' is equal to a minor determinant of N2(m — l), which may be

regarded as lying in the lower lefthand block of the matrix in Figure 2. It involves

qx+ • • ■ +qm-i columns, leaving at least qm of the first m—l columns uninvolved.
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By adjoining qm of these columns, together with the rows in which their nonzero

entries occur, to the minor with determinant ± «', we obtain a minor of N2(m) with

determinant ± u. As required, it does not involve column m.

We adopt the convention that the 0x0 null matrix has determinant 1 and is a

minor of every matrix.

(5.3) If the product u= ±s^- • -s%" with qx + ■ ■ ■ + qm ̂  m — 1 is equal to the deter-

minant of a minor U of the matrix N2(m) and ifv is a factor ofu, then ± v is equal to

the determinant of a subminor of U.

Proof. The statement is obviously true for m=2; so we assume that m>2. Let

v=s[1 • ■ -sr™, where rj^^q^ ..., rm^qm. The minor U contains at most m—l

columns of N2(m), and, without loss of generality, we may suppose that column m

is not involved. Clearly ±s%" is equal to the determinant of a subminor U' of U

which lies in the upper lefthand block of Figure 2. The factor ± s\L ■ ■ ■ s%»_-¿ is the

determinant of a subminor U" which is complementary to U' in U and is a minor

of N2(m—l). Since the rank of N2(m— 1) is m — 2, it follows that q1+ ... +qm-1

^m—2. Obviously, ±sr^ is equal to the determinant of a subminor V of U', and,

by induction, ±s[l- ■ -s^s* is the determinant of a subminor V" of U". The sub-

minor of U containing the rows and columns of both V and V" has determinant

equal to ± v.

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Proposition (5.6), which is

essentially the analogue of (5.2) for the matrix N3(m). We recall that N3(m) is the

mC3 x mC2 matrix of the morphism a3 and that its rank is equal to m_iC2. A con-

venient arrangement of its rows and columns is shown in Figure 3.

N3(m) =

12m

triples

with m

m — 2, m—l, m

triples

without m

pairs without m

12

sm   0

0     sm

N3(m-l)

pairs with m

Im, 2m       m—l, m

Nairn-V)

Figure 3

Let S be an arbitrary m_iC2xmC2 minor of N3(m) having independent rows.

(We may alternatively think of S as a choice of m_iC2 independent rows of N3(m).)
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Denote by N(S) the set of all m_iC2 xm_xC2 minors of S, and by N(m) the set of all

(m— 1)x(m—l) minors of N2(m) which do not involve column m. There exists a

1-1 correspondence

r2:N(S)-*N(m)

defined as follows: Each minor 5eN(S) involves m_iC2 of the columns of N3(m)

and leaves mC2 — m-xC2 = m— 1 columns uninvolved. We define ts(S) to be the

minor of A2(m) which omits column m and involves the m — 1 rows corresponding

to those m — 1 columns of N3(m) not involved in S.

(5.4) There exist nonzero elements r and s in Z(H), dependent on S, such that,

for every S e N(S),

/•detOS) = ±jdetTS(S).

This lemma is derived from our general theorem on multilinear mappings, i.e.,

Proposition (4.1). We omit the proof at the moment, since in §6 a somewhat more

general result is proved from which (5.4) follows as a corollary.

We introduce the next lemma with the apologetic comment that it turns out to be

useful in the proof of Proposition (5.6). Incidentally, if u=sfl- ■ -smm is any product

of nonnegative integral powers of the primes sx,..., sm in Z(H), then by the order

of u we mean the sum qx+ ■ ■ ■ +qm.

(5.5) For any integer m^3, consider a product u = sx11- ■ •s*p+11, where qx+ ■ ■ ■

+(7m+i^mC2 and, in addition,

(0 ?m+i is maximal, i.e., qx,. ..,qmúqm+x,

(ii) either qx,..., qm are all even or qm is odd.

Ifiu'^sl1- ■ -s^" and if qx+ • ■ ■ +qm>m-xC2, then we can write u' = uxu2, where ux

is a product of order m-XC2 and u2\uxsm.

Proof. For each i'=l,..., m, set

f<7¡/2, ifífriseven,

U ~t(?i + l)/2,   if?, is odd.

Case 1. All the integers qx,...,qm are even. Since qx-\-r-qm>m-iC2^ 1, at

least one of qx,..., qm is positive, from which it follows that ^m+i^2. Hence,

ri+ • • • +rm = K?i+ • • • +?J ^ i(mC2-2).

It is straightforward to check that A mC2— 1 ̂ m_iC2 if and only if O^m2 — 5m + S

= (m — 2)(m — 3)4-2. Since the last expression is always positive, we conclude that

rx+ • • ■ +rm S m-iC2.

Now choose integers px,.. .,pm such that ri£pi£qi and px+ ■ ■ ■ +pm = m-xC2.

Clearly qt —pt ̂  0, and we set

Mi -Jp-■■**■,

"2   =  *?"*»•■ •Jm",-P"\
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The order of «! ism_!C2. Moreover, <7¡ — /?,^r(;£/?,. Hence, u2\uu and this completes

the proof for Case 1.

Case 2. The integer qm is odd, and either qm+12:2 or m 2:4. In this case we shall

show that r±+ ■ ■ ■ +rm-l-¿m_1C2. To begin with,

- ffi+ • ■ • +qm + m      I, .    m
ri+---+rm S&-f%*- = 2 (?!+•• -+?m)+2-

If 3Wi = 2, then ^H-l-#ra^mC2-2. If qm+1<2, then wz2^4 and q¡<2 for each

1=1,..., m, which implies that qx+ ■ ■ ■ +qm^m. But m^mC2 — 2 if and only if

0^(m — 4)(m + l), and the latter inequality holds if m2:4. Thus, either way, we

have

?!+••■+<7m ^ mC2-2.

Hence,

ri+---+rm g KmC2-2)+w/2,

ri+---+rm-l ú \mC2-2+m¡2.

It is routine to check that ^mC2-2 + w/2^m_1C2 if and only if (m—4)(m — 3)2:0,

and the latter inequality holds for every integer m. So

ri+---+rm-l ^ m_iC2.

Choose integers/?i,.. .,/?m such that r^p^q^ for z'=l,..., m— I, while rm— 1

Spmèqm, and^1 + ---+/?m = m_1C2. Set

MX  = if- • •*»», I/2 = ijl-'l- • ■J«"-"-.

For each z'=l,..., w—1, we have ^-^¡^/-¡á/?^ whereas q>m—/»mármá/?m+l. It

follows that i/2|z/15'm, and the proof of Case 2 is completed.

Case 3. #m is odd, <7m+i<2, and m = 3. In this case, qi=q3=l. Since qx+q2+q3

>3-iC2=l, we know that q\+q2^ 1. On the other hand, qx+ • ■ ■ +?4^3C2 = 3;

hence qi+q^lAt follows that one of qx and q2 is 0 and the other is 1. Suppose that

<7i = 0 and <72=1- Then u = s2s3si and u'=s2s3. If we set u1=s2 and u2 = s3, then ux

has order 1 =3_iC2 and u2\UiS3. The argument is the same if q: = l and <72 = 0. So

this completes the proof of Case 3, and also, of Lemma (5.5).

As an aid in reading the proof of Proposition (5.6), the matrix N3(m + l) is

illustrated in Figure 4. It is, of course, entirely analogous to N3(m) as shown in

Figure 3.

(5.6) Proposition. If u=s^- ■ -j'Vi1 's any product in which qx-\-\-qm+i

gmC2, then ±u is equal to a minor determinant of N3(m+l).

Proof. The proof, which is by induction on m, begins with m=2. In this case

N3(m + l) = N3(3) is the 1 x 3 matrix

12     13     23

(8) -
Y2.J      Sq ^2      ^l
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A3(m + 1) =

I2,m+l

triples

with m 4-1

m—l, m, m+l

triples

without m 4-1

pairs without m + l

12

«m+l    0

0        sm

N3(m)

pairs with m+l

1, m 4-1    m, m + l

N2(m)

Figure 4

and (5.6) is obviously true. We henceforth assume that m 2:3 and make the in-

ductive assumption that the statement of the proposition holds for 2,..., m— 1.

We next establish two important observations. The first is that, if a product

w=s\1- ■ -s^1 satisfies qx+ ■ ■ ■ +qm'âm-iC2 and if qm^m-2, then ±w is equal to

the determinant of a minor of N3(m) which does not involve any column of the

form im. This is certainly true for m = 3, as can be seen from (8). So we shall

assume that mä4. Since m-iC2-(m-2) = m_2C2, we haveqx+ ■ ■ • +^m-iï=m-2C2.

The inductive assumption implies that (5.6) holds with m replaced by m — 2. We

conclude that ±jj*- ■ •■smm_"11 is equal to the determinant of a minor of N3(m— 1),

which may be regarded as lying in the lower lefthand block of the matrix in Figure

3. By adjoining qm of the first m_iC2 columns of this matrix, together with the rows

in which their nonzero entries sm occur, we can clearly produce a minor of N3(m)

with determinant ± w which does not involve any column im.

The second observation is less trivial than it first appears. Namely, if Proposition

(5.6) holds for the natural ordering !<2<---<m+l, then it also holds for any

ordering of the indices. To show this, we suggest considering the effect on the

matrix N3(m) of interchanging the order of / and i+ 1. Ignoring permutations of

rows and columns, we find that a given entry changes sign if and only if both i and

i+ 1 occur in its row label and either i or i+l, but not both, occur in its column

label. Thus, the total sign change can be accomplished by changing the sign of every

row containing both /' and i+l in its label and then changing the sign of the one

column containing both /' and i+l.

Using the inductive assumption, we now prove (5.6). As a result of the second

observation above, it may be supposed that the indices are ordered so that qm+ x

is maximal, and so that qm is odd unless qx,..., qm are all even. It may also be

assumed that qm+x^ 1, since otherwise u=l. We set u'=s\1- ■ -s^.

Case 1. qx+ ■ ■ ■ +qmúm-iC2. Then, by induction, ±u' is equal to the determi-

nant of a minor of N3(m), which we may regard as lying in the lower lefthand block
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of Figure 4. Since qx+ ■ ■ ■ +qm+qm+i^mC2, there are at least qm+1 of the first

mC2 columns of A^m+l) which do not involve the columns of this minor. By

adjoining qmJrl of these columns, together with the rows in which their nonzero

entries sm+1 occur, we construct a minor of N3(m+\) with determinant ±u.

Case 2. qi+ ■ ■ • +qm>m-iC2. Using Lemma (5.5), we write u' = u1u2, where ux

is a product of order m_iC2 and u2\uxsm. Since

order (w') £ mC2-qm+1 ^ mC2-l,

we have

order(u2) ^ mC2-l-m-1C2 = m-2.

Let u1sm = u2v. Then,

order (u2) + order (v) = m_ XC2 +1,

and it is easy to check that m_iC2 + l 2:m — 1 if and only if (m — 3)(m—2)2:0.

Hence,

ordei (u2) + order (v) 2: m—l.

It follows that there exists a nontrivial factor v' of v such that order (u2v') = m — 1.

Moreover, since v' is nontrivial and since either u2 or v has sm as a factor, we may

select v' so that the product u2v' contains the factor sm. We set

w = (i>/t/Kr2 = (ulSJu2v')s%-2.

Clearly

order (w) = order (u¡) = m_iC2.

Since im~2|w> 't is a consequence of the first observation above that there exists a

minor S of N3(m) such that det (S) — ± w and which does not involve any column

of the form im. Let S be the m-iC2xmC2 minor of N3(m) of which Sis a subminor.

From the definition of the correspondence t2, it follows that ts(S) is the diagonal

minor of N2(m) which forms the upper lefthand block in Figure 2. Hence,

detr2(S)= ±jg-*.

By Lemma (5.4), there exist nonzero elements r and s in Z(H) (dependent on S)

such that r det (S) = ± s det t^(S), that is,

(9) rw = tssZ'1.

Since order (u2v')=m— 1 and since u2v' contains the factor sm, it is a corollary of

Lemma (5.2) that there exists a minor U of N2(m) with det (U) = ± u2v' and which

does not involve column m. Let K be the minor of N3(m) such that ts(K) = I7.

Then,

rdet(F) = ±sdet(U) = ±su2v'.

Hence, from (9) and the definition of w, we obtain

det(F) = ±(wlsZ-1)u2v' = ±(«iJ,l5¡!"a/«a»'íS"1)«a»' = ±«i-
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Next, using Lemma (5.3), we choose a subminor U' of U with the property that

det ([/')= ±u2.

The remainder of the proof of Case 2 is quite simple. The minor V lies in the

lower lefthand block of Figure 4, while U lies in the upper righthand block. Since

U=tz(V), the definition of ts implies that any column of V and row of U, when

extended to N3(m+l), must intersect in the entry 0. Moreover, since qx+■ ■ ■

+Qm^m-iC2, we know that qm+x-¿m—l. Hence, we may choose qm+x additional

columns (i.e., not involved in V) from the first mC2 columns of N3(m +1) to finally

produce a minor Q with the structure shown in Figure 5. The determinant of Q

will be evaluated using the general Laplace expansion [6, p. 112]. For this purpose,

we divide Q horizontally into two minors Qx and Q2, where Qx consists of the top

six blocks and Q2 consists of the bottom three. Then, any m_iC2 x m-xC2 subminor

of Q2 either is V, or contains a column

0 =

"m+l

'm+l

U'

Figure 5

of zeros, or has a cofactor with a column of zeros. We conclude that

det (g) = ± det (KKVi1 det (U')

=   ±"l«25mm++l   =   +"•

This completes the proof of Case 2, and also of Proposition (5.6).

6. Proof of Theorem (1.1). We return to Figure 1 and consideration of the

matrices of morphisms of free modules shown there. All matrices will be chosen

relative to the bases discussed in §3. Let M be the matrix of the original hx(«41)

presentation of the module A. Thus, M=matrix (82), and we write M=(MX M2),

where Mx consists of the first m columns and Af2 of the last n+l—m. Then

matrix (ß) is an n x (mC2+n +1 —rn) matrix of the form (M'   M2). Set

A
(N2   0\

= U /)'
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where N2 = N2(m) is the matrix of a2 and / is the (n+l— m)x(n+l— m) identity

matrix. Since (a2 0 lw)ß=82, it follows that

(M'   M2)N = (M'N2    M2) = (A/j    M2) = M.

The matrix of ß2, which we denote by P, is the (n + mC3) x (mC2 + n +1 — m) matrix

IM'   M2X

\n3 o ;

where N3 = N3(m) is the matrix of a3. Since a2a3 = 0, we have N3N2=0, and so

VM     (M'N2   M2\      IMX   M2\      IM\

pn=[n3n2   o) = U     o) = U)-

In order to compute the elementary ideal E0(B), we consider the determinants of

all square minors of P which involve all mC2 + n+ l—m columns of P. Since

mC2 + «+l-m = mC2-(m-l) + n = m-,.C2 + n

and since, as was shown in (5.1), the rank of N3 is m_iC2, it follows that any such

minor will have a nonzero determinant only if it involves precisely m-\C2 inde-

pendent rows of N3.

Thus, we again consider maximal independent sets of rows of N3. Let q be an

arbitrary integer such that q^m—l. In the application to the present situation of

the construction which follows, we shall let q—n. For the proof of Lemma (5.4),

we shall take q = m— 1. Consider the free Z(//)-module

D = (Z(H)YC* + «-<»-»,

whose elements will be considered as tuples, or row matrices, with entries in

Z(H). Let S be any m-iC2x(mC2 + q — (m— 1)) minor of the matrix

q — (m— 1)

nC3 N3 0

having independent rows, which we denote by a1,..., am_lCr For each S, we

define two multilinear mappings/, g : D" -> Z(H) as follows : For any du ..., dqeD,

the matrix

dqT =

has q + m-iC2 rows and mC2+q-(m- 1) columns and is therefore square. We set

f(du ..., dq) = det (T). Let / be the (q - (m — 1)) x (q - (m - 1 )) identity matrix, and

set

N - a 7
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The product 7A is defined, and, since N3N2 = 0, we have a¡N=0. Hence,

(dxN   \ /dxN\

The matrix FAhas m + (q-(m- l))=q +1 columns, the first m of which correspond

to the columns of A2. We define g(dx,..., dq) to be the determinant of the minor of

7A obtained by deleting the mth column and the last m_iC2 rows, which are zero.

(6.1) Iff (du ...,dq) = 0, then g(dx,..., dq) = 0.

Proof. Since det (7) = 0, there exist elements ux,..., u„, vx,..., vm_lC¿ in Z(H)

which are not all zero and for which

0 = Mi4- • • • + uqdq + vxax + ■ ■ ■ +vm.1c2am_1c2.

Since »!,..., am_lC2 are independent, we know that ux,...,uq are not all zero.

Multiplying by A and remembering that atN=0, we obtain 0 = uxdxN+ ■ ■ ■ +uqdqN.

Hence, rank (7A) <q, and this implies that g(dx,..., dq)=0.

(6.2) There exist elements dx,..., dqe D such that g(dx,..., dq) # 0.

Proof. The independent set {ax,..., vm_lC2} of rows of S can be extended to an

independent set {dx,.. .,dt, ax,..., <Tm_lC2} by embedding D in the vector space

F' (g)H D, where F is the field of fractions of Z(H). With these rows, the matrix T

is nonsingular. Let A2 be the matrix obtained by deleting the mth column of A2.

It is a consequence of Lemma (5.2) that rank (A2)=w- 1. If

,    IK  o\

then obviously rank (N') = (m-l)+q-(m-l)=q. Since T is nonsingular, it

follows that rank (TN')=q, which implies that g(dx,..., dq)^0.

It is a simple corollary of Lemmas (6.1) and (6.2) and of Proposition (4.1) that

(6.3) There exist nonzero elements r and s in Z(H) such that rf = sg.

We now prove Lemma (5.4). In the preceding discussion of the mappings

fig: Dq-+Z(H), take q=m — 1. Let S be an arbitrary m-xC2xm_xC2 subminor

of S. We choose dx,..., dm_x as follows: Each is an mC2-tuple with one entry

equal to 1 and the rest zeros. The nonzero entries occur in those columns ij of A3

not involved in S, and there are exactly m — 1 of these. If chosen properly, it is

obvious thatfi(dx,.. .,dm^x)= ±det (S). Since q = m- 1, we have N=N2. The first
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m—l rows of the matrix 77V= 77V2, which are the only nonzero rows, are precisely

those rows of N2 corresponding to columns of N3 not involved in S. Hence,

g(d1,...,dm.1) = ±det-rs(S),

and (5.4) follows as a consequence of (6.3).

For the proof of Theorem (1.1), we now apply (6.3), setting q = n. In order to find

a relation between r and s, we substitute particular elements du ..., dne D into the

equation rf=sg. As in the preceding paragraph, each dx is taken to be a unit vector

with one entry equal to 1 and the rest equal to 0. The entries of d¡, or equivalently,

the columns of T, are indexed first by the mC2 pairs jk with 1 ̂ j<k^m, and then

by the integers / with m + l^l^n + l. An entry of dt will therefore be denoted by

either (d¡)jk or (dt)t. The single nonzero entry of d{ is now defined by

(di)im=l,     iflgigm-1,

W)i+i= 1»    if m á i è n.

With this choice, ±f(du ..., dn)= ±det (T) is equal to the determinant of that

minor of S whose columns jk satisfy j<k<m. That is, they are the first m_iC2

columns of the matrix A^m) shown in Figure 3. Since the rank of N3(m— 1) is

m-2C2, at most m-2C2 of the rows of the bottom two blocks of Figure 3 are in-

dependent. Thus, at least m_iC2 —m_2C2=m —2 among the rows au ..., °m_lC^

of S occur in the upper portion of Figure 3. It follows that

f(du...,dn) = ±s%~2u,

where u is a homogeneous polynomial in su ..., sm of order equal to

m_!C2-(m-2) = m_2C2 = (m-2)(m-3)/2.

For this particular set of elements du ..., dn, the nonzero rows of TN are either

the rows im in N2(m), as shown in Figure 2, or are unit vectors with nonzero entries

among the coordinates m+1,...,»+1. Thus, ±g(du ..., dn) is the determinant

of a matrix of the form shown in Figure 6. Hence, g(du ..., dn)= ±s%~1. Since

rf=sg, we obtain as a fraction

To get a proof of (1.1), take for du ..., dn the rows of the matrix (M' M2)

described in the first paragraph of this section. In this case f(du ..., dn) is one of the

generators of E0(B). Moreover, T is a submatrix of P, and

(M\

TN-{o)

It follows from Proposition (3.1) in [2, p. 292] that g(du ..., dn)= ±Axsm, where

Ax is the Alexander polynomial of the matrix M, and hence, of the module A.
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\m

2m

m—l, m

1 m — l

Sm

0

m+l    n+l

Figure 6

From the equation rfi=sg and (10), we have

(11) f(dx, ...,dn)= ± — Alim = ± uAx.
Sm

A complete set of generators of E0(B) is obtained by taking all possible choices of

S, i.e., all possible sets of m_jC2 independent rows of A3. Consider an arbitrary

product u=sl1- ■ -s*m with qx+ ■ ■ ■ +qm = m-iC2. We contend that S can be chosen

so that this u occurs in (11). If m = 2 or 3, then necessarily u= 1, so we may assume

m^4. Letu'=sl1- ■ -smm_-x. Thenqx + - ■ ■ +qm_x^m_2C2and, by Proposition (5.6),

±u' is equal to the determinant of a minor of N3(m— 1), which we regard as lying

in the lower lefthand block of Figure 3. By adjoining the remaining columns of the

lefthand side of N3(m), i.e., columns ij which do not involve this minor and for

which i<j<m, together with the rows in which their entries sm occur, we construct

a minor Q of A3. Since

m-iC2-(qi+ ■ ■ ■ +qm-i) = (m-2) + m_2C2-(qx+- ■ ■ +qm-x) = m-2+qm,

we know that det (Q) = ± t/'j*"1 + m ~2 = + usm ~2, and this establishes our contention.

It then follows from (11) that

E0(B) = I(H)kAx,   where k = («i-2)(m-3)/2,

and Theorem (1.1) is proved.
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